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Abstract: Let $_ be a met&able sp;:ce s It is ~proved that X has a topologically c
&able extension ,tif which has, among .Jthers, the following special properties: the 
each element of a: given locally countable famil:q 9 of dosed subwts of X is equal t 
sion of its closure in 2; ea&i member of a. given countaSe family (/i’)of continuou 
on X to a top$og&luy Eom@ete metrizaISle space Y (to X) can be extended 
mapping on X to Y (to a. 1l.y examples it is shown that the conditions on 
omitted. 
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I. In this note we prove the following theorems. 
Tlwsrem I. Let X be a metrizable space and let Y be a top010 * 
complete metrizable sp’ace. 
Lot 9 and ($ be locally countable cdlections of closed su 
let {&I i = 1, 2, . ..I be a countable family of continuous 
to Y. 
Then there: exists a topologically complete met 
that 
0 i . . 
IJ) 1 
. . . 
( J) ll 
( 1 iV 
X is a dense subspace of .?, 
&rem 2. Let X be a metrizable spiace. 
Let Fand 9 be as in Theorem P and let mi[jG ;li = 1, 2, ..&be JL countable 
family of continuous mappings on x’ to IrY. ‘., 
Then there exists a topologically complete metrizable space 4? such 
that the conditions l(i), (ij) and (iij) of TheoP’em 1 are satisfied and 
(iv) each fi *us a contjnuo~s extension. ,$ ‘ x” + *g 
oreover, if $‘iJs an autohomeomorphism elf X, then 5 is an autohomeo- 
morphism of X. 
Special cases of Theorem 1 have been ckussed by Naganni [ 5 1 
(T = $f = $9) and by Wenner [ 8, 91 ( F= 0 and 9 is countable). In [ 101 
Theorem 1 ,with 9 = 0 and 8 is 1ocaUy finits: has been a.nnounc\;d. 
In refs. [ 5, 8, 91 the proofs heavi1.y depend on special properties of 
metrics. The proofs in this paper are rather stopological. 
Theorems 1 and 2 are suggested by similar results for connpactifica- 
tions. The reader is referred to de Vries [ 7, Chapter 41 for 21 survey of 
theorems concerning compactifications. It should be noticed that in the 
theory of compactilfications conditions ia.&lding the weight of X are 
imposed on fF, $# and the family of mappings {f}, and on the resulting 
tompactification. Because in this paper we :ire dealing with i~etrikabk 
extensions, the condition on the weight of ir” is superfluous (since the 
weight of X is equal to the weight of .z in the metrizable case) or irrele- 
vant (Sectiorr 4. Example 2). Although there is a simila.rity k)e tween the 
results for complete extensions which are stated in Theorems 1, a.nd 2, 
and the results for compactifications, the proofs arc totally (different. 
In Section 2 some preliminary lemmas are stated. Thle prll;>ofs of ’ 
Theorems 1 and 2 are given in Section 3. In Section 4 we show that the 
conditions of 9, 9 and the family of mappings (fj cannot be omitted. 
AlI spaces under d’iscussion are metrizabk. 
2. Recall that 1) X is topologically c:ompletl:: if and only if ;‘I;’ is a G, - . 
subset of each space Y which contains X [4, p. 3371 and 211 if fis a con.- 
tinuous mapping on a subset A of X to a complete space Y, then fcan 
inuous mapping on a 6, -subset containing A to Y 
ditions (i) t:hqough (iv) of 11zeorem 1 is hereditary with res 
subsets containing X. The property cbf bezng a topologically compl 
space which contains X and satisfies c:ondition (iv) of Theorem 2 i 
general not hereditary with respect o G, -subsets containing X
For shortness sak.e, “complete” moans “topologically complete” an 
Y is called an extembm ofX if X is a dense subset of Y. 
The proof of the following lemma is @ven in [ 1, Section 21. 
Lemma 1. Let 9 be a topological property hereditary with respec 
G, -subsets containing X. If for the space X there exists a complet 
tension with the property 9, hen each icomple te extension Y of X eon- 
tains a complete xtension of X with thke property 3? 
We shall also need the following lemmas. 
Lemma 2. The union of a locally coliuntable collection of F,+-sub 
X, is an 1F,-subset of X. 
Lemma 3. If 9 is a locally countable family of subsets of a subs 
of Y, then there exists an open subset U of Y such that X C. 
!F is ra locally countable family of subsets of U. 
Proof of Lelmma 2. Let {G, I a E A) be a 1ocall.y countable fam 
F,-subsets of X; G, :r u {Gkli = 1, 2, . ..} where (7; is closed 
For each x an open neighborhood U(x) is selected such that 
at most countably many C,. Let (V” I /3 E l3) be a closed lot 
refinement of (U(x)lx E X} [.“3, p. 2 101. Each meets at 
tably many Gk; these Gi are denote 
Foreachj= 1,2, . . . letHi=U{Vfl n 
p. 1931 and, W{Hjlj= 1, 2, . ..) = U{ 
Proof of Lemma 3. For each point x E X an open nt?l&Sor 
x in Y is selected such that V(<:)r) n X meets at most c 
ments of % Then U = w (V(x) I x E X} siatisfies all con 
3. 0 &NC! Let 2 Ibe 
3 there exists an open i 
are lzcally countable fa 
set X of rV which satisfies all conditio 
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For F, , .,.) Fnt E 9thesetD=n~EclFilits’2, . .._.~}~~:ln{,~ili=:l.,...,?n) 
is an E,-subset of n (Cl Filt= 1, ...j m} (cl denotes the closure in U)= It 
foilows that D is an FO-subset of U which is contained in UK The f;3im, 
ily rib of all sets D which can be obtained in this way is locally countable. 
By Lemma 2 we have that w {DI D E rb ) is an F,-subset of c”. 
For C E Q, the subspace cl 6; of U is a complete xte.nsion of cf. AC- 
cording to a theorem of Tumarkin [ 6, pa 323 there is a if, -sl,.ibset EC of 
cl G such that G c EG c cl G and dim EC = dim G. (cl IG)\E”, is an i’, - 
subset of cl G. It follows that (cl G)\E, is an F,-subset of ki” which is 
ccrntained in UK u {(cl C)VQ I G E 0) is an Fe-subset of U by Lemma 
2 . 
For each i let Ci be a G,-subset of U containing X, such that fi can be 
extended to a mapping on Ci to Y. 
Finally let 
Since each of the properties expressed by the conditions (ill up to (iv) is 
hereditary with respect o 6, -subsets containing X, the theorem follows. 
The following lemmia is used in the proof of Theorem 2. 
Lemma 4. Let X c 1’ and le;i: (fi I i = 1, 2, . . .} be a countable: ;iFarnil:y of 
continuous mappings on X to XI If for each S’ the mapping &; has a con- 
tinuous extension 5 : L+ + Y where 11, is a C, -subset of Y containing X, 
then theLe exists a G, -subset 2 of Y such thiit 
1)Xc XC n {Dili= 1, 2, . ..} and 
2)Z(F)c Xfori- :1,2, . . . . 
Prouf. Inductively on n G, -subsets 2, of Y are defined such thiat 
2, z> 2, 1 . . . > 2, 1) X and $ (Z,+l ) c 2, f(Dr each i, as foilk)ws: 
2, = n {l&Ii = l,?, . ..} and 
z n+l =,Zn n [n{fi-l(Z#= i,2, . . ..)I. 
Tfr~r~ X = n {Zn In = 1, 2, . ..} has the properties required. 
eorem 2. We may assume that ifJ3 is an autolh.orn~eomor- 
hism of X, then its inverse is an fi for some ,,L Let X* be a complete 
heorem 1 is applied TV obtain a complete exten- 
Of A’ SUCh thalb nditions (i), (ij) and Itiij) are satisfied and 
JM. Aarts, Cumpkte extensions of met&able spacers 
NOW, each J”i hits a continuous Iextension 8 : 11, -+ Y where! 
subset of Y cotstaining X. By L,emma 4 there exists a G,$ -subset 
such thatX c Z’C n {Djli= 1, 2, . ..} and&.?) c Z. 
If fi is an au tohomeomorphism., then foe some j we have ji l fi = i 
follows that. 8 l 5 = idr [3, p. 681. Thus yi is a homeomorphism an 
theorem fohews, 
4. By means of examples we shtow that the conditions on c9, 
in Theorems 1 and 2 cannot be.omitted(. Throughout, Q den 
space of the rational numbers and I denotes the (set of irrational num- 
bers. R denotes the space of real numbers. The fil ;t example shows th 
the countabilit:y of the family of mappings is essential in Theorem If 
Example 1. Rx each a E I let )‘, : Q + R be defined by j’&) = 1 /( 
Then Q has no complete extension x” such that each fa can be extl 
to a continuous mapping7, : x”+ R. 
This is proved as follows. Suppose such an extension x” exi 
Lemma 1 there: is a complete extension Y such that Q C Y C 
f, can be extended to a continuous mapping c : Y =+ R. F 
the mapping c cannot be defined in QI. It foPlov,fs that Y 
a contradiction, since Q is not complete. 
The countabili1.y of the family [fj ma,ppings cannot be rep 
the condition that the potency of does not exceedl the 
space. This follows from the following exam@. 
Example 2. :Let D be a dkcrete space of the same cardinality as 
be a continuou:s mapping on D to R. 
Let X be the: topological union of D and Q. For each it E d 
defined such1 that g, I Q = f, (Exlample 1) and ga I D =E fi 
In the same way as in Example 1 it is proved that X has n 
extension X such Aat each f, can be exknded to a continu 
onXtoR. 
The following exa,mple shows th;at the condition of ! 
the families %:nd 9 cannot be omitted. 
sf zero-dimendonal sfollows from the sum’ theorem [ 16, p 141 I 
are going to show that if x” is a corriplete x&$k&n of X, 4lhen there ,,“l+ 
exist F and G from T’~ucb that F n G‘=Q), an&& F,n cl rG‘ is I;)ne-dimen- 
sional (cl is closure in X). 
In view of Lemma 1 we may assume that X C x” C R X R. The w Z is a 
complete xtension of s$space TX R of X. From the proof of Theorem 
1 in [ 21 it follows that X\TX R contains uncountably many s ets of the 
form JIG X 5, where x E R \ I: It follows that there exists a E 1’ ;iuch that 
(Y x R c X\(QxR). 
Now let {A+J and Cy,J be sequences inS conylerging toa such that 
{ 1 x, YE = I, 2, . ..} n {J’n I n = 1, 2, . ..} = 0. 
LetF=u(x,XQtn=: 1, 2, ..,} and G = U{y,X Qlla = 1, ‘2, ..J. Then 
cl F n cl G 5) aX R and is one-dimensional. 
The last example shows that the countability of the family of’ mappings 
is essential in Theorem 2. 
Exmnpld. Let%= QXR C RXR. 
ForeachaEIlet I’@ =~((a+ 1/(2~=1),a+ 1/2tz)n Qln:= 1,2, . ..}. 
f ‘ : X + X is deEned as follows. 
f: (x, Y) = (x, y) ifx $ Vol and&(x, y) = (x, --y) if x E V,. j’, is an auto- 
homeomorphism of X. 
For each complete x.tension x” of X there is tsn fa which canhot be ex- 
tended to a mapping Ion Z5 
This is proved as follows. If X c x” c R x R and .,? is complete, then for 
some a E 1 we have ~1 X bc C ?k (see Example 3). The mapping f, cannot 
be extended to points of Qr X R as is easily seen. Now the statement fol- 
lows from Lemma 1 e 
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